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EASILY INSERTABLE CUP SUPPORT

Field of the Invention

The field of the invention pertains to beverage

dispensing machines having a beverage outlet, a service

unit and a movable cup support. For instance, the

beverage preparation machine uses receptacles of an

ingredient of the beverage to be prepared, in particular

to machine is arranged to prepare the beverage b y

circulation of a liquid into the ingredient receptacle

and centrifugation thereof, typically to brew the

beverage in the ingredient receptacle and extract the

beverage therefrom.

For the purpose of the present description, a

"beverage" is meant to include any human-consumable

liquid substance, such as tea, coffee, hot or cold

chocolate, milk, soup, baby food, etc... A "receptacle" is

meant to include any container such as a packaging for

containing a pre-portioned beverage ingredient, e.g. a

flavouring ingredient, the packaging forming an

enclosure, e.g. a capsule, of any material, in particular

an airtight or pervious material, porous or non-porous

material, e.g. plastic, aluminium, recyclable and/or

biodegradable packagings, and of any shape and structure,

including soft pods or rigid cartridges for containing

the ingredient.

Background Art

Certain beverage preparation machines use capsules

containing ingredients to be extracted or to be

dissolved; for other machines, the ingredients are stored

and dosed automatically in the machine or else are added

at the time of preparation of the drink.

Most beverage machines possess within a housing:

filling means that include a pump for liquid, usually

water, which pumps the liquid from a source of water that

is cold or indeed heated through heating means, such as a

heating resistor, a thermoblock or the like, a brewing

unit in which an ingredient is brewed with water or a

mixing unit in which ingredients are mixed together, and

a beverage outlet for dispensing the prepared beverage.

Examples of fluid circuits are disclosed in U S 2,715,868,



5,392,694, 5,943,472, 5,992,298, 6,554,588, WO

2006/032599, WO 2009/024500, WO 2009/150030 and WO

2010/006953.

Usually, the beverage outlet is located above a grid

for supporting a cup or other recipient under the outlet

and for the passage of possible drops from the beverage

outlet or other spills into a collector tray located

under the grid. Examples of such machines are disclosed

in EP 0 549 887, EP 1 440 639, EP 1 731 065, EP 1 867

260, US 5,161,455, US 5,353,692, WO 2009/074557, WO

2009/074559, WO 2009/135869, WO 2011/154492, WO

2012/007313, WO 2013/186339, WO 2016/096705, WO

2016/096706, WO 2016/096707, WO 2016/156364, WO

2016/156367 and WO 2016/156368.

Summary of the Invention

An object of the invention is to provide a solution

encountered with prior art configurations or at least an

alternative to the prior art configurations.

A preferred object of the invention is to provide a

beverage dispensing machine with an ergonomic cup

support .

Another preferred object of the invention is to

provide a beverage dispensing machine with a cup support

that can be assembled and disassembled from a machine's

counterpart in a simple manner.

A further preferred object of the invention is to

provide a beverage dispensing machine with a cup support

that can be easily manufactured.

One or more of this objects can be achieved by a

machine in accordance with claim 1.

The invention thus relates to a machine for

dispensing a beverage, such as a beverage prepared from a

receptacle containing a beverage ingredient, as defined

in claim 1.

The beverage preparation typically includes the

mixing of a plurality of beverage ingredients, e.g. water

and milk powder, and/or the infusion of a beverage

ingredient, such as an infusion of ground coffee or tea

with water. One or more of such ingredients may be

supplied in loose and/or agglomerate powder form and/or

in liquid form, e.g. in a concentrate form. A carrier or



dilution liquid, e.g. water, may be mixed with such

ingredient to form the beverage.

For instance, a predetermined amount of beverage is

formed and dispensed on user-request, which corresponds
to a serving. The volume of such a serving may be in the

range of 25 to 200 ml or up to 300 or 400 ml, e.g. the

volume for filling a cup or mug, depending on the type of

beverage. Formed and dispensed beverages may be selected
from ristrettos, espressos, lungos, cappuccinos, cafe

latte, americano coffees, teas, etc... A coffee machine
may be configured for dispensing espressos, e.g. an

adjustable volume of 20 to 60 ml per serving, and/or for

dispensing lungos, e.g. a volume in the range of 70 to

150 ml per serving.

The machine includes: a beverage outlet that is

located above a dispensing area; a machine body or frame
having a first connecting part and bearing the beverage

outlet; and a recipient support having a second
connecting part and a support member held, directly or

indirectly, by the second connecting part.

Typically, the machine includes an external housing

having an external front face. The housing may have at

least one of: one or more external lateral side faces; an

external rear face; an external top face; and an external
bottom face. The beverage outlet may be located on the

external front face.

Suitable advanced beverage outlet configurations,

that include drop management arrangements, are for

instance disclosed in WO 2006/050769, WO 2012/072758, WO
2013/127907, EP2 014186738.2, EP2 014195048.5,

EP14195067 .5 , EP2017208722 .3 , EP2017208727 .2 and
EP2017208731 .4. For the purpose of implementing the

present invention, such drop management is optional. For

instance, a simple machine outlet of the type disclosed
in US8091469 or WO 2009/074550 can be used.

The second connecting part is disconnectably
connectable to the first connecting part so that the

support member extends into the dispensing area to

support a beverage user-recipient, e.g. a cup or a mug,

under the beverage outlet.

The first connecting part and the second connecting
part have a connection member and a connection receiver

arrangement, e.g. a plug and socket arrangement, for

disconnectably connecting the parts such that: the first



connecting part forms a connection member and the second

connecting part forms a connection receiver; and/or the

first connecting part forms a connection receiver and the

second connecting part forms a connection member.

The first connecting part may include one or more

connection receivers, the second connecting part
including a corresponding number of matching connection

members .

The second connecting part may include one or more
connection receivers, the first connecting part including
a corresponding number of matching connection members.

The first connecting part may include a combination
of connection member (s) and receiver (s), the second
connecting part including a corresponding combination of

matching connection receiver (s) and member (s).

The connection member are inserted in the connection

receiver when the first and second connecting parts are

connected, the connection member being removed from the

connection receiver along a removal direction when the

first and second connecting parts are disconnected.

Typically, the connection member projects into the

connection receiver when the first and second connecting

parts are connected.

The removal direction has an upwardly directed
vertical component when such machine is in position to

dispense said beverage. Typically, in such a position,
the machine is placed with a machine bottom on an

external generally horizontal support surface.

Hence, the recipient support can be automatically

secured to the machine body or frame by gravity (under

its own weight) and even further secured by the effect of

the weight of a beverage user-recipient on the recipient
support. Such a configuration can be beneficial,
particularly during beverage preparation, if the machine

vibrates so as to prevent or inhibit undesired

disconnection of the recipient support from the machine
body or frame due to vibrations.

To further secure the connection member in the

connection receiver, the connecting parts may be

magnetically constrained in the connected state. For

instance, the connecting parts are fitted with a pair of

magnetic field-generating elements, or with a magnetic
field-generating element and a ferromagnetic element.



The magnetic field-generating element can have an

electromagnet element or a permanent magnet element, e.g.

made of at least one of iron, nickel, cobalt, rare earth

metals, e.g. lanthanide, and alloys and oxides containing
such metals as well as polymers (e.g. plastics) carrying

such elements and components.

The ferromagnetic element may be made of at least

The upwardly directed vertical component of the

removal direction can be opposite to a vertical component

of a force exercised by the beverage user-recipient on

the support member when placed thereon under the beverage

outlet .

The connection member can be in the shape generally
of a rod or a bar extending along the removal direction

when the first and second connecting parts are connected.
The connection receiver may have a corresponding shape
such that the connection member can be slid in an out of

the connection receiver.

The connection receiver and/or the connection member

can have a connection approaching extremity, such as an

insertion aperture of the connection receiver or a free

end of the connection member, that allows for a
mechanical positioning play between the connection member

and the connection receiver when approaching each other

at insertion. For instance the approaching extremity is

tapered or flared, e.g. rounded or bevelled, to

facilitate insertion (e.g. by allowing self-positioning)

of the connection member into the connection receiver.
The receiver connection approaching extremity may be

flared and the member connection approaching extremity

may be tapered.

The connection approaching extremity can be

asymmetric to provide a mechanical positioning play only

on an extremity play portion generally opposite to an

extremity urging portion against which a main urging

force is exercised by the first connecting part on the

second connecting part when the second connecting part is

connected to the first connecting part. The first

connecting part may exercise a first main urging force at



the connection approaching extremity and a second main

urging force at an extremity opposite thereto.

The connection member and the connection receiver

can be secured in a cantilever manner by gravity force of

the support member when such machine is in position to

dispense the beverage: a or the above free end of the

connection member in the connection receiver can be urged

down by the connection receiver and a or the insertion

aperture of the connection receiver can urge up a or the

above extremity in the connection receiver of the

connection member opposite the free end. Such urging of

the connection member at spaced apart positions of the
connection member by the support member under the effect

of gravity can be used to secure the connection member in

the connection receiver. The greater the force that is

exercised on the connection support, the more the

connection member may be secured. Such increase of force

may typically be achieved by increasing the weight of the

support member or by placing weight (e.g. a beverage

user-recipient) on the support member.

The free end and the extremity of the connection

member opposite the free end can be further urged by
gravity force of the beverage user-recipient placed on

the support member.

The connection receiver and/or the connection member

can have a or the above connection approaching extremity,

such as a or the above insertion aperture of the

connection receiver or a or the above free end of the

connection member, that allows for a mechanical
positioning play between the connection member and the

connection receiver at insertion. The approaching

extremity can be tapered or flared, e.g. rounded or

bevelled, to facilitate insertion of the connection
member into the connection receiver. For instance, the

receiver connection approaching extremity is flared and

the member connection approaching extremity is tapered.

In vertical cross-section extending along the

removal direction, the connection member within the

connection receiver can have a convex shape and/or the

connection receiver around the connection member can have

a concave shape. The connection member and the connection

receiver can be connectable together by a hook-free
connection .

The connection member may have a shape extending all

along within the connection receiver generally straight



or arched along the removal direction when the first and

second connecting parts are connected. The connection
receiver may have a corresponding shape.

The connection member can be inserted into the
connection receiver without change of direction or at

least without any abrupt change of direction, i.e.

inserted at a straight or moderately curved direction,

e.g. with a radius of at least 2 cm, such as in the range
of 2.5 to 100 cm, for instance 3 to 50 cm, for example 4

to 25 cm or 5 to 15 cm.

The connection member and connection receiver may be

configured such that no abrupt change of direction is

expected from a user connecting or disconnecting the

first and second connecting parts. For instance, no

exclusively rotational movement centred on any of the

connecting parts is expected from a user connecting or

disconnecting the first and second connection parts.

The connection member and the connection receiver
may cooperate along a plain or roller bearing interface

to connect and disconnect the member and the receiver.

The connection member and the connection receiver

may be clamped together when the first and second parts
are connected together.

The support member can have a recipient placement
surface for placing the recipient thereon under the

beverage outlet and the removal direction can be angled
away upwardly from a horizontal direction by an angle in

a range of 5 to 80 deg. such as 10 to 60 deg., for

instance 15 to 45 deg., e.g. 25 to 35 deg., when the

first and second connecting parts are connected and such
machine is in position to dispense the beverage.

The machine body or frame may have a plurality of

first connecting parts that are vertically spaced apart

for allowing the recipient support to be connected via
its second connection part selectively at different

corresponding heights under the beverage outlet. For

example, the recipient support is placed closely under

the beverage outlet for supporting short cups under the

beverage outlet or is placed remotely under the beverage
outlet for supporting high cups under the beverage

outlet .

The machine may have a foot configured for placing a
mug under the beverage outlet when the recipient support

is not connected to the machine body or frame. For



instance, the mug is placed in front of the machine's

foot under the beverage outlet or the mug is placed on a
static machine platform forming a foot under the beverage

outlet .

The recipient support may have a drop collection

arrangement for collecting drops from the support member.

The collecting arrangement may form a liquid
reservoir for accumulating drops or a drain channel for

evacuating drops e.g. to a service unit of such machine.

The collecting arrangement can form a member that is

separable from the support member or that is integral

with the support member.

The collecting arrangement may form a member that is

integral with the second connecting part.

The collecting arrangement can be configured to

collect drops draining via openings of the support
member .

The machine may include a control unit, such as a
unit comprising a user-interface, for controlling active

machine parts, such as the machine parts for preparing
the beverage, e.g. a pump and/or a thermal conditioner.

The control unit may be connected to one or more sensors
for sensing at least one characteristic selected from

characteristics of fluid system, the heater and/or
cooler, the pump, a liquid tank, an ingredient collector,

a flow of the liquid (e.g. by a flowmeter), a pressure of

the liquid and a temperature of the liquid.

The user-interface, when present, may be used for

setting at least one parameter relating to beverage

preparation, power management and machine servicing. Such

beverage preparation parameters may relate to the

beverage volumes, beverage temperatures as well as

preparation sequences, such as beverages made of

different phases such as more or less separate coffee and
milk phases, e.g. cappuccinos and latte machiattos. The

user-interface may be of the type disclosed in WO
2015/096998 .

The machine can have an ingredient supply
arrangement, such as a liquid source, e.g. a water tank
and/or a connector to a water supply line.

The source may be a liquid reservoir. Further

details on suitable reservoirs are for example disclosed



in WO2007/135136, WO 2010/128109, WO 2011/083103, WO

2011/089210 and EP 2 228 633.

The machine may be directly connected to a water

supply line, e.g. as disclosed in WO 2016/005349, WO

2016/005350, WO 2016/005348 and WO 2016/005351.

The machine may have a waste material collector,

such as a waste ingredient collector and/or a waste

ingredient receptacle collector. The machine body or

frame may have a seat for removably receiving the waste

material collector.

Examples of collectors are disclosed in disclosed in

EP 1 731 065, EP 1 867 260, WO 2009/013778, WO

2009/074559, WO 2009/135869, WO 2010/128109, WO

2011/086087, WO 2011/086088 and EP2018156589 .6.

The machine can have a fluid circuit, such as a

circuit for guiding a fluid, e.g. water, from a liquid

source to the beverage outlet. Examples of fluid circuits

are disclosed in WO 2009/074550 and WO 2009/130099.

The fluid circuit may include one or more of:

a thermal conditioner, e.g. a heater and/or a cooler,

e.g. in-line heater and/or cooler for thermally

conditioning a flow of liquid circulated to the

beverage outlet or a batch heater and/or cooler for

circulating thermally conditioned liquid from the

batch heater and/or cooler to the beverage outlet;

a pump, e.g. a solenoid pump or a membrane pump or a

peristaltic pump, such as a low pressure pump e.g.

operating within a range of 1 to 5 bar, such as 1.5 to

3 bar; and

an ingredient mixing unit for producing the beverage

and delivering such beverage to the beverage outlet.

Such ingredient mixing unit can be arranged for

mixing liquid from the source with a flavouring

ingredient, e.g. a flavouring ingredient supplied within

the receptacle into the mixing unit, such as a unit for

mixing the liquid with the flavouring ingredient by

rotational forces, for example by rotating the mixing

unit when containing the liquid and the flavouring

ingredient .

Examples of fluid circuit including a thermal

conditioner and/or a pump are disclosed in EP 1 253 844,

EP 1 380 243 and EP 1 809 151, WO 2009/074550, WO



2009/130099, WO 2009/150030, WO 2010/108700, WO

2011/107574 and WO 2013/098173.

When the machine is configured to process ingredient

receptacles, such receptacles may have a body containing

an ingredient and a peripherally projecting flange, e.g.

a body in the shape of a cup and a lid covering the mouth

of the cup and extending beyond the mouth to form the

peripherally projecting flange. For instance, the machine

is configured to prepare a beverage b y circulating a

liquid into such receptacle and centrifugally driving

such receptacle.

The receptacle may be held in the ingredient mixing

unit b y a holder, e.g. of the above ingredient mixing

unit. The ingredient mixing unit may be of a centrifugal

type, e.g. as disci >sed in E P 2 000 062 , E P 2 155 020, E P

2 152 128, WO 2008/148646, WO 2009/106175, WO

2009/106589, WO 2010/026045, WO 2010/026053, WO

2010/066736, WO 2008/148650, WO 2008/148834, WO

2010/066705, WO 2010/063644, WO 2011/023711, WO

2017/046294 and WO :017/202746.

For instance, the machine incorporates one or more

of the features disclosed in WO 2014/096122 or WO

2014/096123 .

Moreover, the receptacle holder is typically

associated with a beverage collection and dispensing

system, e.g. as disclosed in WO 2009/106175 and WO

2010/089329.

The beverage preparation machine can be an in-home

or out of home machine. The machine may b e a coffee, tea,

chocolate, cacao, milk, soup, baby food, etc... preparation

machine. The machine may be arranged for preparing within

a or the above ingredient mixing unit, a beverage b y

passing hot or cold water or another liquid through a

receptacle containing an ingredient, such as a flavoring

ingredient, of the beverage to be prepared, such as

ground coffee or tea or chocolate or cacao or milk

powder .

In the context of the present disclosure, the

relative orientation of the machine, e.g. references to

the machine's top, front, bottom, side, rear, etc.,

unless specified otherwise, typically relate to the

orientation of operation of the machine, e.g. on top of a



table, with the machine's outlet in front of a user for

naturally operating the machine to dispense a beverage.

Brief Description of the Drawings

The invention will now be described with reference

to the schematic drawings, wherein:

- Figures 1 to 3 illustrate a connection sequence of

a machine body or frame with a first connection part and
a recipient support with a second connection part of a
machine according to the invention;

Figure 4 illustrates in greater details the

recipient support connected to the machine body or frame
in the state shown in Fig. 3 ;

Figure 5 illustrates in greater details the

connection between the recipient support and the machine
body or frame shown in Fig. 4 ; and

- Figure 6 illustrates the machine according to the

invention with the machine body or frame and the

recipient support shown in Figs 3 to 5.

Detailed description

Figures 1 to 6 illustrate an exemplary embodiment of

a machine 1 according to the invention and parts thereof.
In Fig. 6 , machine 1 is in position for dispensing a

beverage 2 .

In such machine 1 , beverage 2 may be prepared from a
receptacle containing a beverage ingredient and/or from

loose beverage ingredient (s).

Machine 1 has a beverage outlet 3 that is located

above a dispensing area 4 . Machine 1 includes a body or

frame 5 having a first connecting part 51 and bearing

beverage outlet 3 . Machine 1 comprises a recipient
support 6 having a second connecting part 61 and a

support member 62 held, directly or indirectly, by second
connecting part 61.

Second connecting part 61 is disconnectably
connectable to first connecting part 51 so that support

member 62 extends into dispensing area 4 to support a
beverage user-recipient 7 under beverage outlet 3 . First

connecting part 51 and second connecting part 61 have a
connection member and a connection receiver arrangement,



e.g. a plug and socket arrangement, for disconnectably

connecting parts 51,61 such that: the first connecting

part forms a connection member and the second connecting

part forms a connection receiver; and/or first connecting

part 51 forms a connection receiver and second connecting

part 61 forms a connection member.

The connection member is inserted in the connection

receiver when first and second connecting parts 51,61 are

connected (Figs 3 to 6 ) . The connection member is removed

from the connection receiver along a removal direction

51' when the first and second connecting parts 51,61 are

disconnected (Figs 1 and 4 ) .

Removal direction 51' has an upwardly directed

vertical component 51' ' when such machine is in position

to dispense beverage 2 (Fig. 4 and 5 ) . Typically, in such

a position, machine 1 is placed with a machine bottom 50

on an external generally horizontal support surface 8

(Fig . 6 ) .

Upwardly directed vertical component 51' ' of removal

direction 51' can be opposite to a vertical component of

a force 71 exercised by user-recipient 7 on support

member 62 when placed thereon under beverage outlet 3

(Fig. 4 ) .

The connection member can be in the shape generally

of a rod or a bar extending along removal direction 51'

when first and second connecting parts 51,61 are

connected. The connection receiver can have a

corresponding shape such that the connection member can

be slid in an out of the receiver (Figs 1 to 4 ) .

The connection receiver and/or the connection member

can have a connection approaching extremity 51a, 61a, such

as an insertion aperture 51a of the connection receiver

or a free end 61a of the connection member, that allows

for a mechanical positioning play between the connection

member and the connection receiver when approaching each

other at insertion (Figs 1 , 2 and 5 ) . Approaching

extremity 51a, 61a may be tapered or flared, e.g. rounded

or bevelled, to facilitate insertion of the connection

member into the connection receiver (Fig. 5 ) . The

receiver connection approaching extremity 51a may be

flared and the member connection approaching extremity

61a may be tapered (Fig. 5 ) .

Connection approaching extremity 51a, 61a can be

asymmetric to provide a mechanical positioning play only



on an extremity play portion 51b, 61b generally opposite

to an extremity urging portion 51c, 61c against which a

main urging force 51''', 51'''' is exercised by first

connecting part 51 on second connecting part 61 when

second connecting part 61 is connected to first

connecting part 51 (Fig. 5). First connecting part 51 may

exercise a first main urging force 51 at connection

approaching extremity 61a and a second main urging force

51'''' at an extremity opposite thereto (Fig. 5).

The connection member and the connection receiver

can be secured in a cantilever manner by gravity force of

support member 62 when such machine 1 is in position to

dispense beverage 2 : a or the above free end 61a of the

connection member in the connection receiver is urged

down (see arrow 51 in Fig. 5 ) by the connection

receiver and a or the above insertion aperture 51a of the

connection receiver urges up (see arrow 51'''' in Fig. 5 )

a or the extremity in the connection receiver of the

connection member opposite free end 61a.

Free end 61a and the extremity of the connection

member opposite free end 61a can be further urged by

gravity force 71 of beverage user-recipient 7 placed on

support member 62 .

The connection receiver and/or the connection member

may have a or the above connection approaching extremity

51a, 61a, such as a or the above insertion aperture 51a of

the connection receiver or a or the above free end 61a of

the connection member, that allows for a mechanical

positioning play between the connection member and the

connection receiver at insertion. For example,

approaching extremity 51a, 61a is tapered or flared, e.g.

rounded or bevelled, to facilitate insertion of the

connection member into the connection receiver. For

instance, the receiver connection approaching extremity

51a is flared and the member connection approaching

extremity 61a is tapered.

In vertical cross-section extending along removal

direction 51', the connection member within the

connection receiver may have a convex shape and/or the

connection receiver around the connection member may have

a concave shape, the connection member and the connection

receiver being for instance connectable together by a

hook-free connection.

The connection member can have a shape extending all

along within the connection receiver generally straight



or arched along removal direction 51' when first and

second connecting parts 51,61 are connected. The

connection receiver may have a corresponding shape.

The connection member and the connection receiver

may cooperate along a plain or roller bearing interface

to connect and disconnect the member and the receiver.

The connection member and the connection receiver

may be clamped together when first and second parts 51,61

are connected together.

Support member 62 may have a recipient placement
surface 62' for placing recipient 7 thereon under

beverage outlet 3 . Removal direction 51' can be angled

away upwardly from a horizontal direction by an angle

in a range of 5 to 80 deg. such as 10 to 60 deg., for

instance 15 to 45 deg., e.g. 25 to 35 deg., when first

and second connecting parts 51,61 are connected and such

machine 1 is in position to dispense beverage 2 . See Figs

4 and 5.

Machine body or frame 5 can have a plurality of

first connecting parts 51 that are vertically spaced

apart for allowing recipient support 6 to be connected

via its second connecting part 61 selectively at

different corresponding heights under beverage outlet 3

(Figs 1 to 3 ) .

For example, recipient support 6 has a drop

collection arrangement 63 for collecting drops from

support member 62. See Fig. 4 .

Collecting arrangement 63 may form a liquid
reservoir for accumulating drops or a drain channel for

evacuating drops e.g. to a service unit of machine 1 .

Collecting arrangement 63 can form a member that is

separable from support member 62 or that is integral with

the support member.

Collecting arrangement 63 may form a member that is

integral with second connecting part 61.

Collecting arrangement 63 can be configured to

collect drops draining via openings 62' ' of support

member 62 .

Machine 1 may include one or more of: a control

unit, such as a unit comprising a user-interface, for

controlling active machine parts; an ingredient supply

arrangement, such as a liquid source, e.g. a water tank

10 and/or a connector to a water supply line; a waste



material collector 11, such as a waste ingredient

collector and/or a waste ingredient receptacle collector;
a fluid circuit, such as a circuit for guiding a fluid,

e.g. water, from a liquid source 10 to the beverage
outlet 3 .

Such fluid circuit may incorporate a thermal
conditioner, e.g. a heater and/or a cooler. Fluid circuit

may include a pump, e.g. a solenoid pump or a membrane
pump or a peristaltic pump, such as a low pressure pump

e.g. operating within a range of 1 to 5 bar, such as 1.5

to 3 bar.

Such fluid circuit may include an ingredient mixing
unit 12 for producing beverage 2 and delivering such

beverage 2 to beverage outlet 3 . For example, mixing unit
12 is configured for mixing liquid from source 10 with a

flavouring ingredient, e.g. a flavouring ingredient
supplied within a or the above receptacle into mixing

unit 12. Mixing unit 12 may be arranged for mixing the

liquid with the flavouring ingredient by rotational
forces, e.g. by rotating mixing unit 12 when containing

the liquid and the flavouring ingredient.



Claims

1 . A machine (1) for dispensing a beverage (2), such as

a beverage prepared from a receptacle containing a

beverage ingredient, comprising:

a beverage outlet (3) that is located above a
dispensing area (4);

a machine body or frame (5) having a first connecting

part (51) and bearing the beverage outlet (3); and

a recipient support (6) having a second connecting

part (61) and a support member (62) held, directly or

indirectly, by the second connecting part (61),

the second connecting part (61) being disconnectably

connectable to the first connecting part (51) so that the

support member (62) extends into the dispensing area (4)

to support a beverage user-recipient (7) under the

beverage outlet (3), the first connecting part (51) and

the second connecting part (61) having a connection

member and a connection receiver arrangement, e.g.

forming a plug and socket arrangement, for disconnectably

connecting the parts (51,61) such that:

the first connecting part forms a connection member

and the second connecting part forms a connection

receiver; and/or

the first connecting part (51) forms a connection

receiver and the second connecting part (61) forms a
connection member,

the connection member being inserted in the connection

receiver when the first and second connecting parts

(51,61) are connected, the connection member being
removed from the connection receiver along a removal

direction (51') when the first and second connecting

parts (51,61) are disconnected,

characterised in that the removal direction (51') has an

upwardly directed vertical component (51'') when such

machine (1) is in position to dispense said beverage (2),

such as placed with a machine bottom (50) on an external

generally horizontal support surface (8).

2 . The machine of claim 1 , wherein the upwardly

directed vertical component (51'') of the removal

direction (51') is opposite to a vertical component of a

force (71) exercised by said user-recipient (7) on the



support member (62) when placed thereon under the

beverage outlet (3) .

3 . The machine of any preceding claim, wherein:

the connection member is in the shape generally of a

rod or a bar extending along the removal direction

(51') when the first and second connecting parts

(51,61) are connected; and

the connection receiver has a corresponding shape such

that the connection member can be slid in an out of

the connection receiver.

4 . The machine of any preceding claim, wherein the

connection receiver and/or the connection member has a

connection approaching extremity (51a, 61a) , such as an

insertion aperture (51a) of the connection receiver or a

free end (61a) of the connection member, that allows for

a mechanical positioning play between the connection

member and the connection receiver when approaching each

other at insertion, for instance the approaching

extremity (51a, 61a) being tapered or flared, e.g. rounded

or bevelled, to facilitate insertion of the connection

member into the connection receiver, optionally the

receiver connection approaching extremity (51a) being

flared and the member connection approaching extremity

(61a) being tapered.

5 . The machine of claim 4 , wherein the connection

approaching extremity (51a, 61a) is asymmetric to provide

a mechanical positioning play only on an extremity play

portion (51b, 61b) generally opposite to an extremity

urging portion (51c, 61c) against which a main urging

force (51' '',51' ''') is exercised by the first connecting

part (51) on the second connecting part (61) when the

second connecting part (61) is connected to the first

connecting part (51), optionally the first connecting

part (51) exercising a first main urging force (51 ) at

the connection approaching extremity (61a) and a second

main urging force (51'''') at an extremity opposite

thereto .

6 . The machine of any preceding claim, wherein, by

gravity force of the support member (62) when such

machine (1) is in position to dispense said beverage (2),

a or said free end (61a) of the connection member in the

connection receiver is urged down (51 ) by the

connection receiver and a or said insertion aperture

(51a) of the connection receiver urges up (51'''') a or



said extremity in the connection receiver of the

connection member opposite the free end (61a), whereby

the connection member and the connection receiver are

secured in a cantilever manner.

7 . The machine of claim 6 , wherein the free end (61a)

and the extremity of the connection member opposite the

free end (61a) are further urged by gravity force (71) of

said beverage user-recipient (7) placed on the support

member (62 ).

8 . The machine of any one of claims 3 to 7 , wherein the

connection receiver and/or the connection member has a or

said connection approaching extremity (51a, 61a) , such as

a or said insertion aperture (51a) of the connection

receiver or a or said free end (61a) of the connection

member, that allows for a mechanical positioning play

between the connection member and the connection receiver

at insertion, for instance the approaching extremity

(51a, 61a) being tapered or flared, e.g. rounded or

bevelled, to facilitate insertion of the connection

member into the connection receiver, optionally the

receiver connection approaching extremity (51a) being

flared and the member connection approaching extremity

(61a) being tapered.

9 . The machine of any preceding claim, wherein, in

vertical cross-section extending along the removal

direction (51'), the connection member within the

connection receiver has a convex shape and/or the

connection receiver around the connection member has a

concave shape, the connection member and the connection

receiver being for instance connectable together by a

hook-free connection.

10. The machine of any preceding claim, wherein the

connection member has a shape extending all along within

the connection receiver generally straight or arched

along the removal direction (51' ) when the first and

second connecting parts (51,61) are connected, optionally

the connection receiver having a corresponding shape.

11. The machine of any preceding claim, wherein the

connection member and the connection receiver:

cooperate along a plain or roller bearing interface to

connect and disconnect the member and the receiver;

and/ or

are clamped together when the first and second parts

(51,61) are connected together.



12. The machine of any preceding claim, wherein the

support member (62) has a recipient placement surface
(62 ' ) for placing said recipient (7) thereon under the

beverage outlet (3) and wherein the removal direction

(51') is angled away upwardly from a horizontal direction

by an angle (a) in a range of 5 to 80 deg. such as 10 to

60 deg., for instance 15 to 45 deg., e.g. 25 to 35 deg.,

when the first and second connecting parts (51,61) are

connected and such machine (1) is in position to dispense

said beverage (2) .

13. The machine of any preceding claim, wherein the

machine body or frame (5) has a plurality of first

connecting parts (51) that are vertically spaced apart

for allowing the recipient support (6) to be connected

via its second connecting part (61) selectively at

different corresponding heights under the beverage outlet

(3) .

14. The machine of any preceding claim, wherein the

recipient support (6) has a drop collection arrangement

(63) for collecting drops from the support member (62),

optionally the collecting arrangement (63):

forming a liquid reservoir for accumulating drops or a

drain channel for evacuating drops e.g. to a service

unit of such machine (1);

forming a member that is separable from the support

member (62) or that is integral with the support
member;

forming a member that is integral with the second
connecting part (61); and/or

being configured to collect drops draining via

openings (62' ') of the support member (62) .

15. The machine of any preceding claim, which comprises

one or more of: a control unit, such as a unit comprising

a user-interface, for controlling active machine parts;

an ingredient supply arrangement, such as a liquid

source, e.g. a water tank (10) and/or a connector to a

water supply line; a waste material collector (11), such

as a waste ingredient collector and/or a waste ingredient

receptacle collector; a fluid circuit, such as a circuit

for guiding a fluid, e.g. water, from a liquid source

(10) to the beverage outlet (3) via one or more of:

a thermal conditioner, e.g. a heater and/or a cooler;



a pump, e.g. a solenoid pump or a membrane pump or a

peristaltic pump, such as a low pressure pump e.g.

operating within a range of 1 to 5 bar, such as 1.5 to

3 bar; and

- an ingredient mixing unit (12) for producing said

beverage (2) and delivering such beverage (2) to the

beverage outlet (3) , for instance a unit for mixing

liquid from the source (10) with a flavouring
ingredient, e.g. a flavouring ingredient supplied

within said receptacle into the mixing unit (12), such
as a unit (12) for mixing the liquid with the

flavouring ingredient by rotational forces, e.g. by
rotating the mixing unit (12) when containing the

liquid and the flavouring ingredient.
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